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SPECIFIC MEASURABLE ACHIEVABLE RELEVANT TIME BASED
Define the goal as much as

possible. Answer who, what,
where, when, why and how.

Flush out your idea so it can’t
be left up to interpretation.

How will you measure the
progress to your goal? If you
can’t quantify it, you need to

go back and make it more
specific.

Is it even possible to achieve your
goal in the amount of time you
have set out? Don’t set yourself
up for failure by over estimating

your capabilities.

Will the goal help progress you
and your business further? Your

goals should align with your
overall company direction and
make sense in the big picture.

Your goal should have a concrete
date that it needs to be achieved

by. When you set up a specific
timeline it’s easier to stay both

focussed and honest.

S.M.A.R.T. GOAL EXAMPLES
I will reduce my

website bounce rate
by 20% by increasing

my server speed.

I will launch a Facebook
ad campaign with a goal

of increasing sales by
10% next month.

We will grow our
Instagram following by
50 Users each week.

I will generate 2 blogs
and 1 handout weekly.

This content will be
relevant to my main

demographic. 

I will design and publish
an e-book about

honing your company’s
voice and will launch

a promotional campaign
on LinkedIn to increase
our subscriber numbers

2x by November.

This number is specific
with 2x our subscriber
numbers being around

2500.

This goal is achievable
through a targeted
online ad campaign
and the production

of a relevant piece of
content to small
business owners.

By increasing our
subscriber count, our
email blasts will reach

a greater, targeted
audience that are
interested in our

content and services.

This goal is set to be
realized by November,
leaving ample time to
successfully complete.

This is a concrete goal
that can be tracked by
the amount of posts

on my website.

With proper planning
and a focus on quality
and relevant content,
this goal is attainable.

Generating quality
content at a consistent
rate will lead to a larger
following, an increased

SEO presence and a
brand loyalty. In turn,

this will lead to increased
conversions. 

This can be tracked by
the amount of followers

listed on our page.

Through following
demographic based

accounts and engaging
daily with the online

community, this goal is
achievable.

This goal looks to
increase brand

awareness and will lead
to more conversions

in the long run.

This goal is a recurring,
weekly objective.

This goal is a recurring,
weekly objective.

Progress will be tracked
through ad clicks and
web traffic generated.

Also through an analysis
of the amount of orders
placed and net income.

By setting the correct
parameters through

our Facebook campaign,
this goal is achievable.

Increasing sales for this
month will help achieve

our annual sales
target.

This goal will increase
sales for this next

month.

I will track progress
weekly through Google
Analytics bounce rates.

Yes, with a proper
timeline.

Lowering my bounce
rate will keep Users on
our site longer and lead

to more conversions.

I will achieve this
goal in three months.

1 2 31 2 3CATEGORIZE CREATE PLAN
marketing intitiatives
platforms and mediums.

SMART goals for each
category.

your actions necessary to
reach each goal and assign
responsibility.
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